Typical 858 To Outside Processor
To Schedule Shipment

Transaction Purpose Code:
‘00’ Original
‘01’ Cancel
‘05’ Replace

Scheduled Ship Date/Time
Origin & Destination Stations and Std. Point Loc Code

Steel Producer
Outside Processor
Ultimate Customer
Next Destination
Transaction Reference # for Shipment information
Shipment/Carrier 1
Shipment/Carrier 2

Current Matl ID
Optional MEAs for product dimensions

Add N9*MB for “Combo” Loads
Notes:
1) The 858 Shipment information transaction is bi-directional between the steel producer and their outside processors. Typically the 858 is initiated by the steel producer. However, the outside processor can use the 858 to confirm a steel producer 858, counter with a revised 858 or simply initiate an 858 if the outside processor maintains responsibility for scheduling and freight carrier procurement.

2) SCAC Code reference should be supplied in the BX05 or the N712 but not both.